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ABSTRACT
Meishan culture is one of the three ancestral Chinese cultures (the other two are the Zhongyuan and Jingchu cultures) and an important part of Huxiang history in central south China. To reproduce, preserve, and further develop a traditional Meishan culture, Meishan Cultural Park was constructed by the local residents. This paper discussed the design and construction of this cultural park in the context of cultural translation. Through cultural translations between local and ancient cultures and external and modern knowledge, a functionally modern tourism park, which reflects the traditional Meishan culture, was successfully built.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Over the course of Chinese civilization, various cultures were formed in different regions of China [1]. Recently, the protection and development of these traditional cultures have become a hot topic in the construction sector in China, especially the preservation of traditional culture through architectures or cultural parks [1–5]. In this regard, the cultural park normally serves as a carrier of the traditional culture of a certain region and also serves as a tourist site to boost the local economy. Although researches on the development of cultural heritages have been explored, they mainly focused on the regional economy, resources, and product development issues at the macro level [1, 5–7]. Therefore, more discussions on the details of cultural protection and regional economy are needed. This paper contributes to these discussions with a specific case analysis of the China Meishan Cultural Park.

The China Meishan Cultural Park was originally proposed by the local residences to preserve the precious ancient Meishan culture and to boost the local economy. Meishan culture is an ancient culture (will be introduced in details later), which has its influences in the central part of China, especially in Hunan providence. The Meishan Cultural Park is a reproduction of ancient Meishan neighborhoods and is also expected to become a famous tourism destination to boost the local economy. The research and design team of this park is led by the authors, and the team has been working on this park for a decade. The research, design, and construction of the China Meishan Cultural Park used several ways to protect traditional culture in modern society through cultural translation. This paper discusses the detailed cultural translation approach in the construction of this park.

2 CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK AND METHODS
The preservation of traditional culture by building up a cultural park is not a simple reproduction or preservation, it is however a combination of appreciating traditional culture, using contemporary techniques and boosting local economic development through a cultural translation approach. In this context, cultural translation refers to the exchanges of ideas between
local culture and external knowledge so that a park that reflects local or traditional culture could still be a contemporary tourism destination.

The whole design process of Meishan Cultural Park involved extensively cultural translations between the design team and the local residents, and between modern ideas and ancient culture. Figure 1 illustrates the cultural translation approach in this paper.

3 LOCAL CULTURE RECOGNITION

The word “local” has an extremely flexible definition. A local region could as big as a nation, a culture-sphere or as small as a suburb or a village. Therefore, in practice, “local” could only be defined when comparing certain things [8]. In order to discuss local culture, the concept of the border needs to be brought in first.

3.1 Borders of cultures

Regional characteristics are defined by borders and orders could be then established by these borders [9]. To explore local culture, borders must be confirmed first. In the process of the formation of local culture, there is a virtual border formed based on blood, geology and religions etc. Inside this virtual border, it is easy for local people to recognize and maintain their own identities [8].

Meishan culture is one of the three ancestral Chinese cultures (the other two are the Zhongyuan and Jingchu cultures) and an important part of Huxiang history in central south China [10]. It is geographically located around the middle course of the Zi river in the central part of Hunan province [11]. The geographic border of Meishan culture is mainly formed because of its traffic inconvenience. Moreover, Meishan people include multiple ethnic groups such as Miao, Yao, Han, Dong and She. In the long-term historical evolutions of these peoples from different ethnic groups, Nuo culture, a unique tradition of worship, was formed. In other words, over thousands of years of evolution, Meishan culture has developed its unique characteristics with distinctive religious and humanist features, customs and art sym-

Figure 1: Illustration of cultural translation approach.
bols. The borders of Meishan culture are based on both geography and culture. These borders give Meishan culture a unique identification, which is the basis of the Meishan Cultural Park.

3.2 The roles of border maintaining and value addition

Preservation of pure traditional culture (within a geographic boundary and religious sphere) is not the sole aim of the construction of the Meishan Cultural Park. More values, such as modern art forms and modern functions, should be added to the park in order to boost the present local culture and local economy.

The maintaining of authenticity and borders of traditional local culture, and adding extra values to the park could be bonded together through cultural translation. Cultural translation is, in simple words, speaking out other’s interests using one’s own language. Through the cultural translation, the local culture could be well displayed in the park while still adding other values into the park.

During the construction of the park, the contradiction between traditional local culture and external modern culture was effectively coordinated through cultural translation. The functional expressions of contemporary architectures were well achieved while still maintaining the features of ancient neighborhood or community. The specific ways of cultural translation will be discussed in the section below.

4 CULTURAL TRANSLATION

To use cultural heritages or products to attract visitors, the products must be authentic [12, 13]. However, the authenticity of attractions should be “staged” to meet the needs of the modern tourist industry [14, 15]. The design of the Meishan Cultural Park followed this rule through cultural translation to create a “staged authenticity” [16] of the Meishan culture. Specifically, an attempt was made to “copy” the original Meishan culture first; then the copy was modified to meet the requirements of the modern society. The approaches of creating staged authenticity using cultural translation are discussed below in details.

4.1 Preservation: translate local and ancient culture to contemporary design practices

Preserving the consistency of architectural symbols and maintaining the stability of spatial orders is the first step to create a staged authenticity of Meishan culture.

4.1.1 Preservation of architectural symbols

Architectural symbols are the most intuitive perceptions of local traditional culture. In the construction of the Meishan Cultural Park, continuation of architectural symbols was achieved through the process of extraction and reorganization of the genes of local architectures. Local building materials and construction methods were used, which have brought valuable strengths to these modern architectures in the park. The extractions of architectural symbols were based on extensive research on the traditional culture, on the proper use of local wood, stone, clay, brick, tile, bamboo, grass and other building materials, and on the reorganization of traditional building methods and skills. Through these ways, a prototype of an ideal community of Meishan region was constructed. In this context, architectural symbols can be divided into two categories: individual buildings and building components.

Individual buildings, as architectural symbols, need to reflect the culture of generations of Meishan residents and imprints of the integrations of multiple ethnic groups. The symbols of
many traditional architectural types of Meishan region have been extracted and integrated in various buildings of the park. Specifically, the park contains: (1) Han Chinese residential buildings such as quadrangle courtyard; (2) shelter bridges with a blend of architectural features of minority groups of Miao, Yao and Dong; (3) tower buildings such as Jingpai tower and Wenchang pavilion, which featured several minority groups’ culture; (4) Chinese black tea stores, tea pavilions, and grain mill facilities, which all represent the ancient Meishan local industries; (5) watchtowers and Meishan posts which reproduced the defense infrastructure of ancient Meishan villages.

Besides individual buildings, the architectural symbols of building components, which include the details of these architectures, are equivalently important. The building components that represent the Meishan culture include: (1) Fenghuo wall (i.e. fire wall), which is a typical representative of the traditional Meishan architecture; note that the present Fenghuo walls in the park only serve as ancient architectural symbols while their actual function was not preserved; (2) Ox horn, which has been recognized as a fetish by ancient Meishan people were decorated on Fenghuo walls, roofs and door shafts etc. in the park; these Ox horns represent the worship symbols of ancient Meishan people – people believe that these Ox horns can drive away evils and maintain peace; (3) Column bases were collected from various abandoned ancient buildings in the Meishan region and arranged in arrays in the park; these bases also serve as functional components that protecting these wooden structures from been eroded.

4.1.2 Continuity of spatial orders

The combinations of all these architectural symbols above obey certain laws and rules, which is called the spatial orders of architectures. Spatial orders of architectures were established based on social activities, culture, and social values in a certain region. These spatial orders represent the connections among peoples and connections between people and the environment. In this context, the continuity of spatial orders of the cultural park is to preserve the spatial organizations of traditional Meishan communities. Specifically, the buildings in the park were all on terraces and gentle slopes along the road and water systems based on the spatial orders of spontaneous-generated villages in this region. These buildings used traditional local building materials and scattered in the mountains, which reflect the simple and unsophisticated worldviews of Meishan people – harmony between people and nature. The continuity of spatial order falls into two different levels: the site selections of the whole park and the space orders of individual buildings.

The principles of park site selection are inconsistent with the ideal Feng Shui rules of ancient Meishan people, which is facing onto the water and backing onto the shadowy side of a mountain. The site of the park is enclosed by mountains, which is exactly the same as many locations of ancient Meishan villages. Ancient Meishan villages were normally located at steep mountains, which make them easier for defense. In addition, all residential buildings in the park were based on the features of typical traditional residences and were slightly adjusted according to their specific terrain and functions. Therefore, the continuities of spatial orders were highly preserved through this way of site selection.

The spatial orders of individual buildings were also well preserved by reproducing the key features of traditional Meishan houses. For instance, the spatial orders a small farmhouse in the park were designed to be similar to an ancient house (Liao Zhai Tang) in Anhua county [17] (Figs 2 and 3). The highest degrees of similarities of these two were found in the spatial arrangements, spatial partition and spatial streams [18]. Specifically, all residential buildings used courtyard as the core of the whole house. The living spaces all followed the order of “common room – central room – common room” and the central room is the key space that
bonds all the living spaces together. In Meishan region, a central room is generally the spaces
where spiritual functions exist; these functions include worship, weddings, funerals and
reception of guests etc.

4.2 Renovation: building ancient architectures based on contemporary design practices

Figure 2: Comparison of an original local residence and a park building.

Figure 3: Comparisons of the spatial orders of a local house with a park house.
The preserved culture and architectural features need to be renovated to meet the requirements of the modern society, which is the second step to create a staged authenticity of Meishan culture. Renovation in the context of cultural translation involves the translation of modern knowledge (i.e. contemporary design requirements and practices) into proper traditional architectural features that are in line with local culture and could be recognized and appreciated by local and external people.

4.2.1 Renovation of various functional spaces
Meishan Culture has an extreme long history. The region has 15,000 years of history and the culture was shaped before 500 AD [19]. Although Meishan culture exists in a very long period of time, it does not mean that it is static. Many functionally modern facilities with ancient features at various historical periods were built in the park. The architectural styles in the park, including local neighborhood, street and modern functional spaces, demonstrate different stages of Meishan culture.

The buildings in the park were all renovated from ancient building styles. Specifically, the display and experiencing spaces (buildings), including Meishan Museum, Meishan Witchcraft House and Meishan Kongfu House, were all functionally modern buildings with ancient Meishan architectural styles. The service spaces, including accommodation and catering facilities, were based on stilt buildings (Fig. 4). Mei Yi Village (i.e. Meishan craft village), Meishan academic centers, reception centers and the artist village were constructed to educate visitors regarding to Meishan history and culture. A few Meishan cultural and academic research bases were also constructed, which include teenagers education base, university student internship base, film base and cultural industrial park.

The renovations of all buildings are through combinations of many possible functions and architectural styles. The same function could be achieved in different architectural forms [20]. For instance, the corridor arch structure of the Meishan museum is inspired and borrowed from the ancient Meishan kiln. However, the yard is totally different from traditional courtyard. The water added to the yard strengthened the spatial characteristics of the courtyard, highlighted the “quiet” functional demands of the museum, “clean” space, and the “mirror” of the artistic conception (Figs 5 and 6).

4.2.2 Renovation based on low impact development strategies to achieve sustainable development
In the past decades, concerns about environmental quality, economic development and the threat of climate change have converged to produce a growing interest in the concept of
sustainable development [21–23]. In 1987, the United Nations World Commission on Environment and Development coined and defined the meaning of the term “Sustainable Development” [24] as: “…development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs”. After that, sustainability has quickly been transformed into a much broader concept. Low impact development design is one of many approaches to achieve sustainable development.

Low impact development was piloted in Maryland, Prince George’s County, United States in 1999 as a way to mitigate the negative effects of increasing urbanization [25]. It emphasizes the reduction of impacts on the environment during the urban construction and development process [26]. It could be achieved by the rational use of landscape spaces [27], control of storm water runoff [28, 29], building of natural-adaptive drainage system and other initiatives ways. These low-impact development concepts are now mainly used in urban development. Here, the idea of low-impact development was incorporated into the design and construction process of the cultural park, especially regarding to the greening design and drainage system design.

At the planning stage of the park, the intensity of development was determined by the idea of “wild weed will still be growing and wild flowers will still be flourishing”. Since these wild plants can grow by themselves, it reduces the cost of maintenances and also prevents the local species from being destroyed by foreign species [30]. Besides the original in situ wild plants, other new plants that introduced into the park were all local plants. These plants were carefully selected and blended together according to four seasons, which enriches the original in situ plants and exhibits good seasonal changes of the park. A large

Figure 5: Yard of the Meishan museum.

Figure 6: Inner court of the Meishan museum.
amount of catalpa and bamboo also serves as building materials at the beginning of the construction.

Ground pavement and rainwater collection are two factors that affect the drainage management system. The roads inside the park are mainly walking trails, thus high permeable material need to be used to allow quick dry of these trails after rain. In the park, most of the roads are gravel compacted surface. Those roads along the Diaojiao building (i.e. stilted building) were paved with quartzite, which shows the ancient commercial cultural atmosphere. Both the gravel and quartzite were paved without using any adhesive material, they were however directly paved on top of the original soil which allows the rainwater to be quickly returned to natural circulation system. Meishan region is rich in bamboo; therefore bamboos were used as drainage pipelines. A portion of the rainwater is collected and transported through these bamboo pipelines to reservoirs for processing and future use.

5 CONSTRUCTION ACHIEVEMENTS

As one of the three ancestral Chinese cultures, Meishan culture was not well preserved before. Meishan cultural park was the first attempt to preserve these precious culture. The first stage of the design and construction of this park has finished and the second stage is still going on and is listed as a key project in the Tourism Development Plan of Anhua County 2014–2030. The total investment will be 200 million Chinese Yuan (about 31 million US Dollars). This park is projected to receive about 300,000 of visitors per year once the construction was fully completed. The construction of the park not only benefited local residents economically, but also inspired local residents to rethink their culture and bring a sense of pride for their culture. More importantly, the location of the park allows poor people to participate directly, which is in line with the poverty relief strategies that shaped by China central government.

Although the construction is still going on, more than 20 universities (domestic and international) have established their educational bases in the Meishan cultural park. These universities include Hunan University, Central South University, Hunan Normal University, Louisiana State University, and School of Architecture in Nancy, France etc.

6 CONCLUSIONS

Strong local cultures developed over the course of Chinese civilization provide a rich ground for the development of cultural heritage tourism products. However, these local cultures need to be translated to a modern functional tourism product through cultural translation. The construction of the China Meishan Cultural Park is a practice of using this cultural translation approach. A functionally modern tourism park with ancient building symbols and culture was successfully built. It also shows that a relatively strong collaboration between the local residents and design team in the construction of these cultural parks is necessary for similar projects. It is believed that the ways of cultural translation discussed in this paper are able to shed light on the protection and development of local culture in other regions.
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